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Introduction: The Miller Range area of Antarctica, lying between the Marsh Glacier and the Nimrod Glacier in 

the central Transantarctic Mountains, has been a significant source of meteorites for the US Antarctic Search for 
Meteorites (ANSMET) in recent years.  The region is marked by huge areas of bare blue ice exposed at the surface; 
the consequence of northwardly flowing ice slowed, stalled and thrust up by the barrier mountains and nunataks, and 
ablated away by the sun and wind. These blue ice areas are excellent meteorite stranding surfaces, a conceptual 
“conveyer belt” bringing meteorite-bearing volumes of ice from the interior of the continent to a stagnant surface 
where ice is then lost and the meteorites are left as a lag deposit [1, 2]. To date over 2900 meteorites have been re-
covered by ANSMET in the Miller Range area in nine seasons of searching. 

History: The Miller Range area is approximately 60 km long (north-south) and 30 km wide (east-west) within 
the central TransAntarctic Mts. at 83° S latitude and 156° E longitude.  Large, continuous blue ice areas in the re-
gion make up the Northern, Middle, and Southern Icefields, while many smaller ice fields and patches exist in vari-
ous proximal settings.  In total the area boasts roughly 227 km2 of exposed blue ice, easily noticed in aerial imagery 
by ANSMET personnel in the 1980s. The blue ice - meteorite connection was understood at the time [2], but the 
only way to truly assess a blue ice area for meteorite concentrations was to go there and look. The first visit to the 
area was a single overflight by helicopter in 1985 and one meteorite was recovered. A two-person reconnaissance 
visit in 1999 led to the recovery of 30 specimens, with searching suspended after two days given clear signs of a 
major concentration of meteorites [3]. Extensive reconnaissance throughout the whole area was done during the 
2003-04 season, recovering meteorites and documenting the need for systematic meteorite recovery techniques. Sys-
tematic searches began in 2005-06, followed with efforts in the 2007-08, 2009-10, 2011-12, 2013-14, and 2015-16. 

Search techniques: The large areas of blue ice at the Miller Range lend themselves to systematic searching, 
which typically consists of 8 individuals. Search strategies typically follow the transect-sampling model. The field 
team forms a line, each member a few meters to tens of meters apart. The team then proceeds to move across the 
meteorite stranding surface in a direction perpendicular to this line. After each pass is completed, the team changes 
direction and a new transect is started, covering “new” areas of exposed ice. Traverses are adapted to geographical 
features, hazards, and weather conditions (wind, sun-angle, and snow cover) to maximize coverage and efficiency. 
The spacing and method of travel (foot or snowmobile) may also vary depending on frequency of meteorite encoun-
ter and density of terrestrial rock (if present). The location and path of at least one team member's snowmobile is 
continuously recorded to establish the geographical location of transects and provide a record of field team progress.   

ANSMET uses a simple, inexpensive but very effective meteorite detection system- the human visual system.  
For areas where the background of terrestrial rock is very low or absent, the innate human ability to rapidly differen-
tiate a scene into key elements and recognize those that are unique or out of place allows field party members to 
scan enormous areas of blue ice quickly and immediately notice any rocks upon its surface. This ability is limited 
only by the seeing conditions and the resolution of the human eye, which typically allows a dark, cm-sized meteorite 
to be resolved at distances of up to 100 meters on the light colored ice [2]. Given that ANSMET searches typically 
involve much shorter distances, we routinely recover meteorite specimens much smaller than this. Meteorite recov-
ery becomes more difficult and the risk of bias rises when terrestrial rocks become abundant, such as on icefields 
adjacent to nunataks and moraines, or in the moraines themselves, which are all common in the Miller Range.  
ANSMET has tried several different meteorite detection strategies and techniques in such environments, and we 
have found none more effective than simply trusting the human eye-brain combo to identify the rocks that "don't 
belong" after a period of familiarization with local lithologies. 

Recoveries: In nine seasons approximately 2900 meteorites have been recovered from the Miller Range area and 
2339 have been classified.  Of the classified, 81% are ordinary chondrites, 14% are carbonaceous chondrites, 3% are 
achondrites, 1% other chondrites, and less than 1% irons and stony irons [4]. Highlight specimens include one lunar 
basalt and several anorthositic and feldspathic lunar breccias, four paired specimens of a martian nakhlite, three R-
chondrites, three acupolcoites/lodranites and several ungrouped achondrites.  

Conclusions: In summary, the Miller Range area of Antarctica has been a tremendous source of extraterrestrial 
samples, not only in the quantities of meteorites collected but also in the diversity and rarity of sample types collect-
ed! 
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